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YANG-MILLS CONNECTION IN THE 
ORTHONORMAL FRAME BUNDLE OVER

A RIEMANNIAN SYMMETRIC SPACE

Pu-Young Kim and Joon-Sik Park

Abstract The main result is that the connection form m the or
thonormal frame bundle by the Levi-Civita connection over a Rie- 
manman symmetric space is a Yang-Mills connection

1. Introduction and main result

Let P(M, G) be a G—principal fibre bundle and {Uy V, VT, • • • } an 
open covering of M. Here J7, V, IV, ■ • • are locally trivial neighbour
hoods of P. If the family A = {Ay. Ay, Aw, • • • } of the Lie algebra 
g-valued 1-forms satisfies the conditions

(LI) (Av)x =(奶-[愆))*f*> + Ad(/-1(x))(An)x, xeU nV, 

where f = fuv — fvu are transition functions, then A is called a 
connection (cf. [1, p.74]) of P. We denote by Ap^ the affine space of 
all connections over P. If A (€ Ap) is a critical point of Yang-Mills 
functional (cf.[l, p,107])

(1.2) yM ：Ap 9 1/2 [ \F(A)\2dv e R,
Jm

then A is called a Yang-Mills connection
To find Yang-Mills connections m a principal fibre bundle P is im

portant. It is well known that, in. orthonormal frame bundle O(M) 
of a Riemannian manifold (M,g), the connection form defined by the 
Levi-Civita connection becomes a connection of principal fibre bundle 
O(M). Our problem is

aDoes the above connection of principal fibre bundle O(M) over 
(Af, g) become a Yang-Mills connection!"

Recently, the second author([2]) got the following Theorem.
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Theorem. Let g be a left invariant Riemannian metric on S77(2). 
Then the connection form in the orthonormal frame bundle deSned by 
the Levi-Civita connection of g becomes a Yang-Mills connection if and 
only if g is bi-invariant.

In this paper, we obtain the following

Main Theorem. The connection form in the orthonormal frame 
bundle defined by the Levi-Civita connection over Riemannian sym
metric space becomes a Yang-Mills connection,

2・ Proof of the main theorem

Let (G/H^g) be a compact Riemannian symmetric space with the 
canonical decomposition of the Lie algebra g 二二 m + We take a 
neighbourhood U in G and a subset N (resp.V) of G (resp.m) in such 
a way that

(a) N = U C exp(m),
(b) exp : V ——> N and tt : N ——> tt(7V) are diffeomorphisms, 

where exp(X'), X C g, is an element of 1-parameter subgroup exp(tX) 
at t = 1 and tt is the restriction of the canonical projection % : G ——> 
G/H to N. The subspace tn of g is identified with TO(G/H)} where 
o := H. We put < •, - >mxtn.= gOy where g is the Riemannian metric in 
the Riemannian symmetric space {G/H, g), and define an inner product 
< •,• > on g by

( 0 when X e m and Y el),
(2.1) VX,Y〉:=< w 丄 w

I V X, Y >tnxm when X, Y Cm.

Let {%}仁 1 (resp. (ea}^Ln+1) be an orthonormal basis of m (resp.Jj) 
with respect to < , - >, We put (Xa)p-= (dLg)ea and (Xz)g := 
(、dLg)(어), g £ G. Here dLg is the differential of the tran이ation 
Lg : G 3 x i一一> gx e G. For X G V, we define vector fields Ez on 
7r(exp(V)) by Ei(7r(expX)) .= (d乙理x)。阮)(％), Q = 1,2,…,n). Let 
/z be a cross section over Tr(expV), i.e.,

卩，:ir(expV) 3 7v(expX) i——> expX G expV = N.
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We put on Tr(expV)

m
(2.2) 由〔(瓦)=K + £ 馈X”

cx=n+l

Let {W}贤 =1 (resp.{伊}仁])be the (locally defined) dual frame of 
{^a}a=i (resp.{&z}；\i). Then 卩七件=伊〉and [Xb^Xa\ is uniquely 
expressed as [Xb,X시 = C^aXd. Since {G/H.g) is a Riemann-
ian symmetric space, we get

얘 a=。, 必 = 0, 以+%=0,

C；k = 0,(芍+%=0,驻 + 巳=0

The connection form 3 = (。；) and the curvature form Q = (。； ) with 
respect to the frame {_绥}仁卩 on TV — expV, m the orthonormal frame 
bundle over Riemanman symmetric space (G/H, g) are given as follows

m
(2.4) 아J = - £ 卩* C"\

CK=n+l

n m
(2.5) 0； = l/2£ £ "

fc,Z=l a=n+l

We denote (▽」以2)(马,E)以功)and by 紿 and
〈頌，respectively. The connection in (2.4) is a Yang-Mills connection 
(cf [1, p.107]) if and only if

n
(2 6)(勿Q)(EJ = — + [叼,QjJ) = 0, (z = 1,2,…,n)

From straightforward computations, we get

n
(2.7) (£k, Q시]); = £ £(c旗c&c播 - eg*魄),

k=l 7,01 t.k
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n
(2.8) (£ 跖&시)； = E 席母 + c如精母),

k=l y,Ot t,/c

where (B)* is the (z, s)-component of the Lie algebra o(n) of orthonor
mal group O(n). Since the curvature tensor field is parallel, we have 
from (2.2) and (2.4)

、广\、/厂仰fra Z cP _i_厂z厂a厂槌 Q2— 2i八(七a 知3弘十匕aSsS/3弘
(2.9) 6。$

丄 厂戏 /CQ/fs e/? 厂s 尸s/F _ n
十 萨九 一匕勺提 一비，

From (2.7), (2.8) and (2.9), we obtain

(2.10) (杯)(瓦)=0 0 = 1,2, . . .,以

Thus the proof of the main theorem is completed.
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